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We use a mass-resonance equation to analyze the known elementary particles mass
spectrum; we first show that masses and charges are quantized together and all couplings
are geometry of movement. Next, the long-expected connection between gravitation
and the rest of physics appears as we deduce and compute from the equation parameters
the resonance corresponding to the reduced Planck mass. In this way, quantum fields
and general relativity can be emergent theories where the natural law is unique.

It is in the admission of ignorance and the admission of
The approach is subtler and a lot more risky than any other
uncertainty that there is a hope for the continuous motion since instead of building on theoretical knowledge we assume
of human beings in some direction that doesn’t get confined, ignorance — and we do not know what we do ignore.
permanently blocked, as it has so many times before in variThe object of this paper is to prove the existence of a soluous periods in the history of man. R.P. Feynman.
tion, probably unique, and one of the equations in which the
solution is visible. One can infer its validity in two manners;
1 Introduction
firstly by its agreement with phenomenology, and secondly,
In a celebrated paper, Dirac [8] showed that the existence of by its logical coherence, compactness and simplicity.
In a suite of papers [3, 4], we showed how the mass specmagnetic poles and quantum mechanics imply symmetrical
trum
is structured. We found firstly that the elementary parquantization of magnetic and electric charges. This is the very
ticles mass obey a simple equation, which is geometrical and
first attempt to explain the observation of a universal charge
based on integral resonances; secondly, two coupling conquantum. Since then other theories were produced in which
the magnetic charge differs. But even though charges have stants (including α) are used in the equation while we find no
specific couplings related to the SM weak and Higgs fields
definite symmetry nothing imposes the charge ratio; namely
as they use only specific geometrical degrees of freedom;
the fine structure constant α.
thirdly, all calculi and equations are compatible with a simIt is often believed that the standard model (SM) of parple form of compositeness. On this basis, we showed [5] that
ticles physics is part of a wider theory in which its free pathe electron and muon magnetic moment anomalies can be
rameters are calculable — but possibly free in essence or accomputed from the equation parameters with no use of QED.
cepting multiple solutions. One can see the seeds of this line
In the next sections, we first repeat the main demonstraof thoughts in Dirac’s quantization: once the idea is extended
tions, fix some errors, and then discuss the results and implito all fields, it may structure the logical constraints in such
cations; since the mass equation is geometrical, its use of coua manner that the full set of equations can be solved. Such
pling constants and the manner they combine imply that they
result is expected in super-symmetry and string theory.
are also geometrical; we deduce that they correspond to resoHowever, we must remind that we discuss the parameters
nance paths and find or approach the related equations. In this
of a theory, not a-priori of nature. At the other extreme, asway, the field is geometrically self-quantized and has no free
sume quantum theory incomplete or not fully understood, a
parameter related to energy. The same applies to gravitation
possibility exists that all known parameters are already calsince, using Wheeler-Feynman absorber equations, we deculable from known physics. If so, it may be possible to deduce and compute its coupling (and the reduced Planck mass)
code some field characteristics directly from known data. At
from the constants and integral resonances used in the mass
present time, the only rich group of parameters is the elemenequation. In this way this mass-resonance theory is linked to
tary particles mass spectrum as we know 12 samples, and it
gravitation and cosmology; it needs no dark matter and no big
may be enough to understand its underlying structure.
bang but comes with a constant linear expansion and energy
In short, and in a general manner:
creation.
• Assume the 12 known masses correspond to solutions
We shall use measurement data and constants from COof a set of unknown equations.
DATA 2014 or the Particle Data Group 2014 except where
• In the most favorable case, if no other mass exists (or mentioned. The point is of importance considering the precision reached with leptons masses, anomalies, and α. The
close enough) all degrees of freedom are used.
reader should keep in mind that the initial study used older
• Hence it may be possible to find or approach the equavalues which imposed no difference to the model.
tions and the structure of the solution.
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Deriving a mass equation

De Broglie [2] imagined a stationary wave of length h c/E
which relativistic transformation gives a phase wave of length
h/p. This is the origin of the wave equations of quantum
mechanics. The question of the nature of those waves is still
open; in this section, we imagine how a stationary wave can
be born and ring; then we predict some characteristics of the
resonances that we shall later use as verification.
We assume that the wave is the physical exchange at the
origin of mass. Energy exchange is momentum, and it gives
a pressure field that “cages” the particle charges and some associated self-energy. The initial idea is similar to the Poincaré
stress [11] though not identical as we split the particle.
Roughly speaking, we cage a permanent photon-like current in a box also made of currents and we guess that the box
and the charge quantize each other. Assume the box size universal, it is sufficient to use a length 1. In the one dimensional
case, the pressure is a simple force, and resonance implies an
integral number M such that we have:
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The equation has 6 degrees of freedom that can be reduced to
5 by division by X or µ and give unit-less quantities.
Now let us discuss the equation geometry; contrary to the
one-dimensional case, we have more degrees of freedom in
the resonance and the paths associated to N and P can be radial or circular; here we can use group theory arguments:
— Case 1: A double radial resonance. It needs identical
inbound and outbound waves, then N = P, giving a stationary
wave. Except for the cube, it is identical to the 1-dimensional
case then it should address leptons and U(1), and also the
Poincare stress in which case we should have KD > 0, with
K increasing with mass as 1/NP reduces since the leptons
charges are identical.
— Case 2: A double circular resonance: The resonance
geometry is conserved when we invert rotation axis; hence it
must be identified to SU(2) and by symmetry N = P. But
we must change (2.1) with X → X/k π with k a constant integral number; this is because compared to the first case even
though the resonance is circular the pressure is still applied to
its geometrical center. The equation becomes:

m = µ + X M,
m=µ+

X

!3 .
1
where m is the particle mass and X is a universal constant.
kπ KD+
The quantity µ represents a massless self-energy that necesNP
sarily propagates, and it implies a double resonance. Hence
It addresses massive bosons, which role in nature is to carry
the resonance corresponds to a product M = N P:
interactions. They are similar to a photon and we must intem = µ + X N P.
grate to X the term µ (that would be an intrinsic mass). Therefore we will compute their masses (index b) comparatively to
In the 1-dimensional case, we should have N = P correspond- the full electron mass (index e) as follows:
ing to identical inbound and outbound currents, but we shall
!3
need a more general equation and then we use a product. In a
1
+ Ke De
wave representation, it represents the number of times the inNe Pe
mb
=
(2.2)
bound and outbound wave crests hit each other in a universal
!3 .
me
1
period of time or within a definite length.
kπ
+ Kb Db
Nb Pb
Caging a massless particle requires symmetry, a force that
opposes the particle charge to the pressure field, that is pre- Case 3: A mixed resonance. It includes both symmecisely the resonance N P and the self-energy µ. There must
tries U(1) and SU(2), it is then SU(3) and this case addresses
be a residual distance d , 0 between the first resonance wall
quarks. If D is related to the strong force and asymptotic
and the current µ at which the force applies. It gives:
freedom (≈ inverse to the Poincare stress) we should have
KD < 0, ideally constant. It implies N , P with a geometriX
.
m=µ+
cal
constraint between π, N and P since a phase lock between
1
d +
the
two paths must exist; it requires to squaring a circle, then
NP
logically we should get approximate relations like:
Now the distance d should also depend on N and P because
energy comes from the distance (d + 1/NP) which is equivN P π ≈ an integral number,
(2.3)
alent to a potential. A potential is quantized and 1/NP is
If the logic above is valid, it follows that particles distant
already quantized as it comes from XNP = XM. Then we
use d = KD, with K an integral number and D a length. Last, interactions are a manifestation of the resonance; hence we
should find relations between the resonance numbers (N, P)
in three dimensions we get a cube:
and the known symmetries, and also between some coupling
X
(2.1) constants and the non-integral values of D, X, and µ. De
m=µ+
!3 .
facto, and most importantly, we cannot understand mass and
1
KD+
charge quantization separately.
NP
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Massive elementary particles resonances

In this section, we shall fit the equation parameters to all
known elementary particles masses; since the equation is related to symmetry, the natural strategy is to proceed by groups
(leptons, quarks, massive bosons). We shall assume X universal and µ specific to leptons (where enough precision exists)
and, since D addresses forces, it must be group-dependent.
Recall also that a number of relations must be verified
by the fit; they can be used as verification of the geometrical
constraints imposed by symmetry and by the equation.
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masses are no more published in the natural scheme; the estimates used in Table 2 are dated 2011 except for the top [18],
see also [19].
We get N , P as expected; P and K are constant which
is surprisingly simple. The constancy of K = −6 < 0 is
reminiscent of asymptotic freedom and then also agrees with
a connection between De and α s . Note that varying K by ±1
gives computed quarks masses out of uncertainty range for
the four heaviest.
Table 2: Quarks resonances in MeV/c2 .

3.1 Leptons
The Table 1 shows charged leptons resonances. It uses very
small numbers, we get N = P as expected. The equation
parameters are given hereafter:
µ = 241.67661953 eV,
De = 0.0008532218937,

(3.1)

X = 8.1451213299073 KeV.

–

P

N

K

Computed

Estimate

u
d
s
c
b
t

3
3
3
3
3
3

2
19/7
7
14
19
38

–6
–6
–6
–6
–6
–6

1.93
5.00
106.4
1,255
4,285
172,380

1.7 – 3.1
4.1 – 5.7
80 – 130
1,180 – 1,340
4,130 – 4,370
172,040 ±190 ± 750

The approximate relations with N P π (2.3) are verified
for the second and third generations; they are:

Table 1: Electron, muon, tau in MeV/c2 .

–

P=N

K

Computed

Measured

c, s : 7 × 3π ≈ 65.97 ≈ 66/1.0004025,

e
µ
τ

2
5
9

2
3
5

0.510 998 9461
105.658 3752
1 776.84

0.510 998 9461(31)
105.658 3745(24)
1 776.82(16)

t, b : 19 × 3π ≈ 179.07 ≈ 179 × 1.0003954.

Using α, the fine structure constant, we define a new constant that will be used later:
AS = De /α ≈ 0.11692,

(3.2)

which name AS is chosen for its value is reminiscent of the
strong force coupling.
The values in (3.1) can be tuned so that all masses match
exactly regardless of uncertainty; instead those values have
been chosen to compute exactly the electron mass and magnetic moment anomaly (assuming the related equations developed later are good-enough for such precision).
3.2 Quarks

We also notice that between 1 and 19 no other integral numbers come close to verifying (2.3).
It is interesting that the multiplication of N by 2 in the
second and third generations corresponds to the difference in
electric charges (1/3, 2/3) as it links mass and charge quantization. For the first generation the down quark needs a fraction N = 19/7 which is barely acceptable, and we notice that
the relations with (2.3) match with 2 π for the d and also indirectly for the u instead of 3 π for the four heavier quarks.
Those particularities may relate to quarks mixing, which
we see in the fraction 19/7 = 38/14, and the same logic for u
also holds since 2 = 38/19 = 14/7.
u : 2 × 3π ≈ 19/1.008,
d : (19/7) × 2π ≈ 17 × 1.0032.

Hence something unique happens to the u and d.
Using X and µ constant from (3.1) the quarks resonances are
shown Table 2 (masses in the natural scheme) where a regular 3.3 Massive Bosons
pattern is obvious.
±
0
0
As expected, the parameter D is slightly different from We assume that the W , Z and H acquire their masses from
the same geometry; recall that we only have three geometries
(3.1) to compute those masses:
(or mechanisms) and then we cannot address the weak force
0
2
Dq = De (1 + α) = AS (α + α ).
(3.3) bosons and the H separately. Using (2.2), it corresponds to
the same resonance, that is on the circular path we must have
Using De like for leptons gives the top mass out of range N = P = constant, and only the radial K varies (though this
≈ 167 GeV, and then a difference with leptons exists. Quarks is not exact since we shall later find a slight difference).
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A factor k π at the denominator of (2.2) is needed since the
resonance is supposed circular, but we do not find a perfect
fit with k integral. We need a factor k ≈ 1; it seems at first
that we add a degree of freedom but we shall show that it is a
geometrical constraint.
The analysis of those masses is iterative and leads to important reasoning which is repeated hereafter in details. In
practice:

The important point in this table is that quarks charges resume to X × C = X × (X × E), and the coefficient 1/2 line 5
implies two distinct charges (augmenting the force and then
reducing the distance). Interpretation details are given hereafter (referring to the line of the Table 3) and lead to understanding.

• The empirical fit gives the resonances, which are N =
P = 12, and K = −2, −7, −19 for the W ± , Z 0 and H 0
respectively. The weak force bosons come in range but
the error on the H 0 is 1 GeV. Those numbers immediately suggests the same underlying geometry as quarks
and maybe leptons, then the same field combining potentials expressed by De and α.

• X × E → α AS : There is only one elementary interaction; it just gives us its coefficient.

• The empirical value of D for massive bosons is first approximated as Db ≈ α2 (1+ AS /2− A2S /6); it suggests an
interaction term that depends on α and De ; the former
is known and the later estimated with precision.

Leptons — Line 1; charge E.

Quarks — Lines 2 and 3; charges E and C.
• X × E → α AS : Same as electrons, and independent of
the quark electric charge.
• X × C = X × (X × E) → α(α AS ): This is a different
interaction; it is not a new kind of charge but it has the
same nature and quantum as X.

Massive Bosons — Lines 4, 5, and 6: charges E and C.
•
We found the same coefficients for the W ± and the Z 0 .
One is electrically neutral but not the other. Still, we find
on the effective algebra. (Doubling the forces divides coefficients related to electricity and color charge, and then
the distance, then 2AS → AS /2, and the term −A2S /6 those bosons are made of two fractional electric charges and
fits with the K = −6 in table 2.) .
their two color charges (as we shall see the term charge is
abusive here). Then it is:
On this basis we may have enough information to model
the interaction; the equations (3.2 – 3.3) suggest:
• X × X → α2 : The interaction of two charges X gives
a distance α2 . This is the main force on the circular
• Two types of charges corresponding to the mass µ : E
path that other interactions will impact — they are secand C (≈ electric and color) on which D depends.
ondary forces or loops impacting this path.
• A free field (charges X), and the pressure is given by
• X × C = X × (X × E) → α(α AS )/2: The coefficient
interactions: X ×X, E ×X, and C ×X, hence Db includes
α(αAS ) comes with quarks color charge; it also shows
3 terms, but its expression is incomplete as we do not
that the charges of a weak force boson are equivalent
yet compute all masses with precision.
to that of two quarks, and different of that of a lepton.
Now we shall complete the reasoning, compute the predicted
Increasing the force by a factor 2 reduces the length
bosons masses, and compare to experimental data.
proportionally; thus the factor 1/2.
Classification and immediate identification gives Table 3.
•
(X × E) × (X × E) → −(αAS )2 /6: This coefficient correIt shows that each individual interaction adds a piece of coefsponds to the effect of the main resonance on separate
ficient in Db — like simple potentials adding or subtracting.
electric charges. We recognize De = αAS from lepBut we can only compute a radial distance (which gives a ratons, but 1/6 is new; it is only associated to D2e and this
dial strength), not the orientation of the force which can be
interaction is not present in Tables 1 and 2.
symmetry-dependent as we discuss rotations.
2

2

The expression [De (1 + α)] = α (1 + 2 AS + A2S ) is similar and may give Db ≈ α2 (1 + AS /2 − A2S /6) depending

Table 3: Classification and minimal interpretation of the coefficients.

–

D

Coeff

Interaction

Interpretation/logic

1
2
3
4
5
6

De
Dq
Dq
Db
Db
Db

αAS
αAS
α(αAS )
α2
α(αAS )/2
(αAS )2 /6

X×E
X×E
X ×C
X×X
X ×C
(X × E)2

Leptons
Leptons → Quarks
Quarks Charge
–
Quarks → Bosons
Leptons → Bosons
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At this point, we understand how the interaction works
and we can logically deduce all missing terms in the expression of Db using α and AS . For this, we need to complete the
series of interaction loops with the field X:
X × X × X → −α4 : Since X × X → α2 positive, and K < 0,
the force in X × X is compressive and then this coefficient is
scalar (and positive), it increases the compression and then
reduces the length: the coefficient is then negative −α4 . The
next coefficient is positive as it reduces −α4 . Similarly, we
must add loops indefinitely (X × X × X × X etc.); it gives a
simple series converging to α2 /(1 + α2 ).
Jacques Consiglio. On Quantization and the Resonance Paths
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Last, each interaction must be augmented with any number of X where the corresponding length is modified depending on its sign; then the coefficient −A2S /6 is multiplied by
1/(1 + α2 ) and the coefficient AS /2 by 1/(1 − α2 ). The series
make a small difference in Db which is far from negligible
when it comes to computing masses. The coefficient Db for
the W ± and Z 0 is then:


A2S
 1

AS
 ,
DWZ = α2 
+
−
1 + α2
2(1 − α2 )
6(1 + α2 )
DWZ = 5.62404904 × 10−5 .

(3.4)

Volume 12 (2016)

a divisor of π/NP = π/144, a division that must hold with
any K in −2, −7, −19. Since all K s are primes numbers the
constraint applies to their product. In this simplified picture
(that cannot hold yet) we should have:
(π/144)/Db = 2 × 7 × 19 → π/144 = 266 Db
Now Db is radial and a 3-sphere volume depends on the cube
of its radius. Then we must use Db π1/3 on the right hand side;
it gives a modified equation that is close to hold:
π/144 = 266 Dbπ1/3 .

This equation is equivalent to squaring the circle, then we
miss the coefficient k which is now a logical geometrical conD2e
De
α2
straint related to phase lock. In (2.2), π is multiplied by k
+
−
.
DWZ =
1 + α2
2(1 − α2 )
6(1 + α2 )
and this equation addresses a volume; hence we must use its
cube on the left hand side, and reduce π accordingly on the
But it cannot be identical for the H 0 , firstly because its spin is right-hand side; in this way we get comparable quantities and
not 1. Assuming it holds four charges organized in a tetrahe- it gives the geometrical resonance constraint:
dral manner, a tetrahedron has 6 lines of forces, and the last
interaction term is six times stronger:
k3 π/144 = 266 Db (π/k)1/3.
(3.7)


A2S 
 1
AS
Here the interaction term Db constrains k thru geometry. The
+
−
DH = α2 
 ,
two sides of (3.7) represent lengths, and then taking their cube
1 + α2
2(1 − α2 )
1 + α2
we get volumes verifying:
DH = 5.56338664 × 10−5 .
(3.5)
(266 Db)3 = k10 π2 (1/144)3.
(3.8)
Or, alternately,
It equates the volume of a 3-cube of edge 266 Db on the left
D2e
α2
De
hand-side
to that of a 4-ball (V 4 = π2 R4 /2) divided by half its
DH =
+
.
−
1 + α2
2(1 − α2 )
1 + α2
radius on the right-hand side, where a correction k is needed
It may also include additional loops thru the tetrahedron. The for cubing the sphere. Here Db is an interaction term in 4D,
strength of a line linking two charges is 1/6, it gives the first k a geometrical wave coherence constraint, and (3.8) links a
term A2 in (3.5), but for the H 0 it propagates thru 6 lines of radial and a circular path in 4D. Now compute from (3.8):
It also reads:

S

a tetrahedron and it gives 6 A4S . But it is not a free field, and
then it may not need an infinite number of loops. We shall
use a one-loop approximation since additional loops makes a
small difference (≈ −10 MeV):
DH = α2



AS
1
+
−
1 + α2
2(1 − α2 )

A2S

(1 + 6A2S ) 
,
1 + α2

DH = 5.55741566 × 10−5 .

(3.4) → kWZ = 1.00128565,

(3.9.1)

(3.5) → kH = 0.998033312,

(3.9.2)

(3.6) → kH = 0.997711845.

(3.9.3)

Using the coefficients above and (2.2), gives the masses in
Table 4, where precision is impressive.

(3.6)
Table 4: Bosons resonances in MeV/c2 , H 0 mass in [17].

This expression is the only reason here for AS to be physical
since all others uses of this coefficient reduce to De .
–
P=N
K
Computed
Measured
Now let us come back to the coefficient k in (2.2). In
W±
12
−2
80, 384.9
80, 385 ± 15
Table 4, we have N = P, and then those two resonances have
Z0
12
−7 91, 187.56 91, 187.6 ± 2.1
the same orientation with opposite paths, but we find K in
H0
12
−19
125, 206
125.090 ± 240
(−2, −7, −19) the same numbers as for the quarks N which
H0
12
−19
125, 094
125.090 ± 240
resonance is mixed.
Consequently, there is, like for quarks (2.3), a geometrical
After modeling the interaction we compute the weak force
constraint which here is between the length Db and the circular path π/NP. Taking only the circular path into account and bosons masses in perfect agreement with measurement and it
keeping the constraint coming from the radius, Db should be and confirms the validity of our reasoning. We get an effective
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unified theory of resonances where the forces compositeness
decays from leptons and quarks and this is truly unexpected.
In this table, the last two lines correspond to the equations
(3.5 – 3.9.2) and (3.6 – 3.9.3) respectively for DH and kH .
We can now better analyze the resonance in Table 4. Consider the length 2 × 7 × 19 = 266. A phase lock between the
radial and circular paths and the K = −7 and −19 imply two
circular path lengths which are L1 = 2 π (1 − 7/266), and
L2 = 2 π (1 − 19/266). Those are compatible if and only if
A L1 = B L2, with A and B integral numbers. We must solve
the following equation which solution is trivial:

when we use K + ∆K in (2.2) to compute the particle mass
M + ∆M. We get:
W ± → ∆K = (1 + 1/24) → ΓW = 2.0857 GeV, a perfect
match with experiment (2.085 ± 0.042 GeV).
Z 0 → ∆K = (1 + 1/24) → ΓZ = 2.468 GeV, 1% less than
expected (2.4952 ± 0.0023 GeV).
H 0 → ∆K = 1/(144 × 6) → ΓH = 4.10 MeV, which
agrees with the SM prediction at 125.09 GeV.
Hence, the widths come straightforwardly from geometry.
But the Z 0 width is out of range and this can only be due to
the difference in charges with the W ± that we have ignored.
Reasoning simply:
A × 2 π (266 − 7) B × 2 π (266 − 19)
W ± : The charges e/3 and 2e/3 (or opposite) repel each
=
,
266
266
other with a force coefficient 2e2 /9.
Z 0 : The charges e/3 and -e/3 (or 2e/3 and -2e/3) attract
A = 266 − 19 = 247, B = 266 − 7 = 259, B − A = 12. (3.10)
each other, the force coefficient is e2 /9 or 4e2 /9.
The resonance number, 12, appears on the left hand side of
The difference in inner charges between the Z 0 and the
(3.10); it comes from phase coherence between the circular W± gives a difference in forces which is:
path and the spots on the radius and we naturally get N =
P = A − B = 12 which then depends only on K (we use only
2e2 4e2 2e2
2e2 e2 e2
+
=
Or
:
+
=
.
−7 and −19, but K = −2 is not a problem since 12 is even).
9
9
3
9
9
3
Finally all numbers and parameters used in Table 4 appear constrained; the specific degree of freedom used here is It implies that the forces cannot be balanced in the same man±
just geometry. We have two forces coefficients (α and De ) and ner for the two bosons. Assuming the W width computed
no specific coupling in this sector which is then emergent; this value is exact, we need an additional term to compute the
0
result disagrees with the SM concept and requires unification Z width. Since the forces in the calculus of Db depend on
charges, from the equations above the missing coefficient is
from below (as opposed to distinct fields).
1.5/137 or 1.5 α. It gives:
3.4 Bosons widths
Z 0 → ∆K = (1 + 1/24 + 1.5/137) → ΓZ = 2.4946 GeV,
which agrees with the SM prediction and experimental
The expression (2.2) is a resonance equation and the comdata.
However the experimental precision for the W ± and Z 0
puted masses correspond to the poles of the resonances. Then
widths
differ by one order of magnitude; hence this reasoning,
it should be possible to compute widths and then lifetimes;
which
is
differential, is risky and non conclusive.
at best, the widths are the size of some working resonance
“spots”; it would show that this theory gives the SM weak
field. For this we have to understand the phase coherence
between multiple paths. Recall that the bosons charges are
found interacting and organized in a minimal manner; in 3D,
it is a tetrahedron for the H 0 and a simple straight line for the
Z 0 and W ± . For the weak force bosons:
With two circular phases the symmetry is loose, it has
some freedom, and on the circular path it suffices that N and
P hold on 1/2 phase to stabilize the resonance. It authorizes
a circular phase shift ±π/12 which extends or reduces the
sphere; with two charges, it gives on the radial part ∆K =
(±1/2)(1/12) = ±1/24.
In the radial direction, we have 266 slots, and the same
reasoning applies; it adds ∆K = ±1.
For the H 0 , with 4 charges, the symmetry is fully constrained in 3D; N and P hold together: ∆K = 1/144. A tetrahedron has 6 lines of force that can break; hence the width is
reduced accordingly ∆K = 1/144/6. Other loops add nothing
since a tetrahedron is fully constrained in 3D.
On this basis, the resonance width is the difference in
mass ∆M given by (2.2) with respect to the pole in Table 4
264

3.5 Resonance terms, analysis and reduction
The resonance terms found in the previous tables (all N and
P) reduce to 2, 3, 7, and 19 in the following manner:
Leptons: 2, 7 – 2, and 7 + 2.
Quarks: 3, 7, 2 × 7, 19, and 2 × 19, if we omit the u and d
where we know from the CKM matrix that mixing is large as
compared to the other angles.
Massive bosons: 12 = 19 – 7.
It is remarkable that 7 = 23 − 13 , and 19 = 33 − 23 ; here it
reduces to the three “symmetry numbers” of U(1), SU(2) and
SU(3), and their cubes differences. Moreover for all quarks
we get P = 3, including the u and d, where the polarity appears, meanwhile for leptons it seems that we have the polarity 2 in a mixed manner. In this way the radial paths are based
on 2 and 3, while 7 and 19 only come with circular paths (and
unstable or mixing particles).
Moreover, the difference in resonance between the electron and the muon and tau relate to the K = −7 of the Z 0 ,
while the heavy quarks decays include a factor 2 in charge
and resonance which fit the K = −2 of the W ± .
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In practice the only known constant integral path length
is that of photons for which r2 − c2 t2 = 0. At the opposite, in
special relativity, massive particles obey r2 − c2 t2 = const , 0
which we write r2 − c2 t2 − const = 0. But now the paths of the
resonance define the massive particles — we mean entirely; it
is a repeat pattern that fits into this equation and it first implies
that the path includes a rotation which is around the time axis.
3.6 Charges ratios
Then we guess that De (as a length) must be computed from
The results in this section suggest a single field “below” and a pseudo-norm like expression of the form:
it is interesting to estimate charges ratios, but we can only
n2 + m π2 − p2 = D−2
e
compute their radial effect, not the forces orientation; from
the analysis of Table 3 the distances building the Ds are in where the central term introduces a rotation and n, m, and
reverse proportions of charges. Then for the electron, K = 2, p are expressions based on the resonance terms. Now of
and for quarks, K = −6, and De ≈ Dq .
course, α must obey a similar pattern and, since α and De have
From Table 3 and the different parameters D, taking into distinct but complimentary roles, the expressions giving De
account the differences in K, since we have X × E → 2 × De and α should use resonance terms in a complimentary manfor the electron and for quarks X×C → −6 α De ; we estimate: ner. Last, the bosons resonances are based on 4-dimensional
Therefore we get the strong impression that the equation
relates to an intricate resonance scheme based only on the SM
symmetries — or something close. The simplicity of the reasoning and numerical results suggest that the mass spectrum
may be unavoidable, and since it relies on charges it also suggests the absence of free parameters in nature.

paths; then n, m, and p must be seen as the coordinates of
a 4-path which projection on 3-dimensional space gives real
numbers.
Because of 4D resonances, we shall suppose that there
which has a clear scent of monopole; importantly, it does not
is
no
punctual particle or 1D string and that the field is endepend on the quark electric charge since the coefficient 3
tirely
fluid. It implies that some currents propagating in a
(from K = −6) is constant in Table 2.
2
direction
orthogonal to the observable 3-space (possibly back
In Table 3, we also have X × X → α and X ×C → 6 α De ,
and/or
forth
in time) are preserving and propagating the charand then we estimate:
acteristics of the particle and we shall abusively denote those
√
C
α2
“time-currents”. In this way the electric field of the electron
= 1.4254503 ≈ 2,
=
is seen similar to the effect of a magnetic current propagating
X 6 α De
forward and/or backward in time with respect to the present.
which
√ is in the range of 1 and then the same type of charges Here the present is seen as the surface of an expanding 4(≈ 2 suggests geometry of the force orientation).
sphere, but 4D space is assumed preexisting and permanent.
It results in an interesting minimal model where all known
4 Coupling constants
massive particles are composites of time-currents:
4.1 Introduction
Leptons:
E
2 De
C
→C =
=
,
E 6 α De
3α

We found two real constants in the expression of the parameters D which represents a length in the equation. In the expressions (3.4 – 3.5 – 3.6) used for Db those two constants
stand on equal grounds. Hence since α is the coupling constant of QED, then De is also a coupling constant. It then
relates directly to the strong and weak forces couplings (recall that we also have AS = De /α in the range of αS (MZ) )
and since K appears constant for quarks, Dq should be related
to asymptotic freedom. Therefore it seems that the equation
addresses a field below with two and only two couplings (neglecting gravitation for now).
Since all resonances are integral (N, P, K) and reduce to a
few numbers, it is minimal and elegant to generalize the concept and assume that the field is entirely self-quantizing (or
self-constraining) and that quantization is entirely based on
geometry and integral numbers; in this way, those two coupling correspond to some counter-resonances (1/N → N or
N → N) and then to constant path lengths (or relative path
lengths).
Jacques Consiglio. On Quantization and the Resonance Paths

• e− : [↑− ↓+ ],
• µ− : [↑− ↓+ ↓− ↓+ ],
• τ− : [↑− ↓+ ↑− ↑+ ].

Quarks:
•
•
•
•

t+ : [↑+ ↓− ↓+ ↑− ↑+ ],
b− : [↓+ ↑− ↑+ ],
c+ : [↑+ ↓− ↓+ ],
s− : [↓+ ].

Bosons:
• Z 0 : [↓+ ↓− ],
• W ± : [↑+ ↓− ] and [↑− ↓+ ],
• H 0 : [↑+ ↑− ↓+ ↓− ].

where the notations are trivial for up-time and down-time currents sign and directions (the sign is the current, not the electric charge which, by convention, is inverted for down currents); the apparent electric charge is 2/3 for an up-time cur265
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rent and 1/3 for a down-current (still by convention). Several respect to Bethe’s analysis. We notice a similar coincidence:
aspects of the model are of interest:
√
2
(me − µ)
.
(4.3)
≈
• The model is based on 4 dimensions of space; it is then
µ
4π α2
coherent with the calculus of the coefficient k used for
bosons, but it is also reminiscent of QCD where quarks The relative error in (4.3) is ≈ 1.25 × 10−5 . Consequently,
live in 4 dimensions.
since Bethe’s paper is seen as the very first step to QED, X and
• The difference between the H 0 and the weak bosons is µ should be fundamental quantities directly linked to QED.
consistent with the calculus of DWZ and DH .
• All quarks decays consist in a separation of currents 4.2.2 The electron mass and spin, rough analysis of the
coincidences
where the sum of the produced W ± boson’s current and
quark is equal to the currents of the original quark (and
A physical action is a product of charges or currents; then
of course the picture is reversible).
we analyze action and not energy. Accordingly, the electron
• The same is valid for leptons decay, but with a Z 0 .
mass comes as a repeated action (E = hν).
• There is no room to make a d quark except by mixing
Action is a product that we first write in complex form:
(and the d comes with resonances ratios).

i e
e2
i e 
• The notion of time-currents removes the need for parG−
= G2 +
→ me ,
(4.4)
G+
2
2
4
ticles “inhabiting space”. In this way, the concept is
minimalist and particularly elegant since, eventually, it
must result in self-quantizing movement where we do
not need to distinguish space and matter.
• All particles include a down-type current (taking this
as strict rule implies mixing for the u and d, and the
absence of FCNC). The model agree with Cramer’s interpretation of quantum mechanics — though in an almost classical 4-dimensional manner. All particles are
connected to and can send information to their past or
receive some from their future because a communication channel exists which is the particle itself.

where e/2 represents the currents, not the apparent charges,
and G the resonant component. Now we write (4.4) in quaternion form:
!

i e
ke
j e2
eG
G+
G+
= G2 −
+ (k + i)
.
(4.5)
2
2
4
2

Those equations may approach the natural algebra, but the
result seems wrong. Still, assume the algebra is broken, (4.4)
gives the mass and (4.5) angular momentum:
G2 +

e2
eG
→ me ; (k + i)
→ angular momenta.
4
2

(4.6)

4.2 Coincidences

The angular momentum splits into two components on orIn this sub-section we discuss three numerical coincidences thogonal axis — which agrees with the idea of time-currents.
involving the numerical values found in section 3. In this Then one is the magnetic moment and the other is along the
way, we seek coherence with known but older theory.
time axis; we will denote the latter “spin”. Now we identify
the squared charges in (4.6) with the masses in (4.3); it gives:
√
4.2.1 Lamb shift, Bethe’s equation
2 2
2 2
4π α G ≈ e
.
Bethe [1] computes the hydrogen Lamb shift; he gets:
4
!
√
m2e c2
α5 me c2
Substituting G with a Dirac charge, we get 1 ≈ (2)/4π;
ln
,
(4.1)
∆E =
now multiply each side of this ridiculous result by the Planck
6π
8.9 α2 m2e c2
constant we get the following correspondence:
where me is the electron mass; the expression in the logarithm
√ ~
eG
depends on the cutoff and gives a ratio between the electron
,
(4.7)
h ↔ 2 = (k + i)
absorption and self-interaction and then in our model µ and
2
2
(me − µ) respectively (though according to the mass-equation,
which interpretation is obvious: a repeated action h is energy
self-interaction and absorption may be reversed with respect
(E = hν) and it makes the leptons spin and magnetic moment.
to QED,) we find:
(me − µ)
1
.
=
µ
8.8857 α2

(4.2) 4.2.3 The Dirac condition and the parameters X and µ
Dirac [8] analyzes the possibility of existence of magnetic
The relative difference with respect to Bethe’s result is monopoles using quantum mechanics. Based on the mathe1.6 × 10−3 (or 2 × 10−4 for ∆E) and then µ seems relevant with matical properties of the electron wave function interpreted
266
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There is a second aspect related to the Dirac condition
as a density of probability of presence, he shows that a magnetic monopole is compatible with the existence of quantum which comes from the time-currents model and the apparent
mechanics in Hamiltonian form if and only if the so called electric charges e/3 and 2e/3 going respectively down and up
the time; assume their individual self interactions are squared
Dirac condition is respected:
charges. Once again, we can link action and energy:
ne
(n ~ c)
→g=
.
(4.8)
eg =
2
2α
(e/3)2 + (2e/3)2 → µ(1/3)2 + µ(2/3)2 = 5µ/9.
(4.13)
It results in the elegant idea that the existence of magnetic
Now from (4.10):
poles fixes the electric charge and conversely.
Now let us assume that the electron wave is a magnetic
4(m + 5µ/9)/µ = 137.032471483434 ≈ 1/α
(4.14)
current; since Dirac’s demonstration is based on the “fields
of force” acting on the electron wave then magnetic currents The relative discrepancy with respect to α is ≈ 2.26 × 10−5 .
acting on electric charges must obey the same condition. But The coincidence can, at first sight, be seen redundant with the
in our model e is an apparent charge (say ee ) and also a sum equation (4.12) as it is almost identical, but it comes from a
of time-currents (say em ) and its monopole (denoted gm ).
different interaction and we shall see now that this value also
Both must be taken into account in the condition as part holds.
of the total current; then the condition is:
ee (gm + em ) =

4.3 Leptons magnetic moment anomaly

(n ~ c)
.
2

(4.9)

We assumed that the resonances in the previous section “conNow compare with our data and use em = ee . The fundamen- struct” the leptons waves; unlike the classical wave equatal resonance in equation (2.1) corresponds to a theoretical tions the geometrical construction is not unique but leptonhalf electron, that is N = P = 1, K = 0, and a self-energy µ/2 dependent. Thus, even for the electron it seems hardly possible to make an exact link with the Dirac equation which,
that we shall ignore. It gives, as per (1 – 3.3):
according to (2.1), should be too general; consequently we
m = X/1 = 8.1451213299073 keV/c2 .
(4.10) go back to de Broglie’s thesis which is fully relativistic.
This mass must be compared to µ as it comes from the interaction of the time-currents (not the apparent charges) and
then, for an electron, as the product e2 /4. The rest of the electron mass (N = P = K = 2) is given by the resonance; then in
(4.10) the numbers (N = P = 1) correspond to a hypothetical
particle where a current G is interacting with e/2 which mass
is given by an action corresponding to Ge/2.
Now we analyze how action comes as a product of currents, but not energy for which we rely on resonances. In the
hypothetical resonance above, it corresponds to the products
e G and e2 /4, where G2 is absent. It leads to a correspondence
between action and energy:
eG
↔ m;
2

e2
↔ µ.
4

4.3.1 De Broglie wave geometry
In his thesis, de Broglie uses a standing wave, that we will denote the Compton wave and finds a phase wave as a result of
the relativistic transformation of the former. The agreement
of the stationary wave assumption with the results in Table 1
is straightforward since we get N = P for all leptons.
The change in phase of the de Broglie wave over the first
Bohr orbit of a hydrogen atom is 2 π, while the Compton
wavelength change in phase over this orbit is 2 π/α. Then
over any number of Compton wavelengths, we have:
∆φD = α ∆φC ,

(4.15)

(4.11)

where ∆φD and ∆φC are the changes in phase of the de Broglie
th
We divide the two expressions in (4.11) and in light of (4.9) and Compton waves over any length. On the n orbit we find:
we add µ/2 that we initially ignored; we find:
α ∆φC
∆φD =
,
(4.16)
e
2G m
n
=
→ 4 G + e = 68.4051246306057 e ≈
. (4.12)
e
µ
2α
There are n de Broglie wavelengths around the nth Bohr
We want to recognize here the modified Dirac condition in orbit and we get a constant angular differential term α. The
(4.5), because the fine structure constant appears linked to same reasoning applies in the case of a nucleus of charge
the equation parameters.
Z e and gives the same value. Hence, considering that the
But the result seems approximate; at first the relative dis- de Broglie wave defines the motion of the electron this term
crepancy (−1.65 × 10−3) seems acceptable since we analyze a is universal in the Bohr model. As a result, and taking into achypothetical particle but we shall see that this numerical value count simultaneously the motion of the electron and the phase
holds precisely.
velocity of the de Broglie wave going around the proton, the
Jacques Consiglio. On Quantization and the Resonance Paths
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which is exactly the value of α given in CODATA 2012! Considering precision together with the simplicity of this geometry, it looks pretty much like time-currents exist.
In special relativity, one would consider the so called rapidity of the electron defined as a hyperbolic angle. However, the path length α can also be seen as a simple angle in
the Euclidean coordinates (x, y, z, i ct) as originally used by
Minkowski. Moreover, one must consider this angle universal, and it implies a complimentary angle π/2 − α. At first
the existence of those angles can be checked numerically as
it must also correspond to the coincidence (4.3); after appropriate replacements of α2 by two coefficients corresponding
to the two angles α and (π/2 − α), the equation (4.3) gives:
4π (me − µ) sin(α)

Fig. 1: Left, the electron classical Bohr orbit; right, the same cylinder unfolded (the angle is ≈ α).

phases of the two waves at any location of the electron classical trajectory are permanently identical.
Assume α is a path length based on integral and geometrical numbers. On the cylinder Figure 1, and using a system
of unit where the radius of the cylinder is 1, the
p length of the
unfolded tangent is approximated with L ≈ 1372 + (2 π)2.
Now we know that the electron spin is 1/2, and then the rotation of the resonance is reduced to
√ π when the electron runs
one turn; we get the well-known 1372 + π2 ≈ α.
Consider now the de Broglie wave as a shortcut permanently joining the electron with itself, but one (or n) Compton wavelength later, with an action 1/137/2 (taking again the
spin 1/2 into account), it gives:
r
1
1
−1
×
α ≈ 1372 + π2 −
137 2
which holds with a relative precision ≈ 3 × 10−8 . Last, consider that the electron progresses in time, but that its waves
are composed of two currents going up and down. If the uptime part of the waves gives a factor 1/2, the down-time part
sees the electron with a charge twice lesser since in the case
of quarks the down-time and up-time currents manifest fields
1/3 and 2/3 respectively. It must be augmented with a resonance length dependent on the time-velocity of the electron;
twice longer for the same reason (charges 1/3, 2/3); finally it
gives a factor 1/8 for the down-time part and we get:
s
!
1 1 1
−1
2
2
+
α = 137 + π −
137 2 8
→ α = 72 973 525 698 × 10−13
268

"
π
2


− α sin

α
π/2 − α

!#

√
= µ 2,

which holds with a relative precision of 2.9 × 10−8 instead of
1.25 × 10−5 for (4.3).
4.3.2 Other resonance coefficients and action
When the electron is on the first orbit there is a rotation of
the time-current of a hyperbolic angle α which ratio to the
space current changes in proportion of the hyperbolic tangent
of this angle. As stated, the impact is a phase differential and
considering resonances, a simple angle gives tan(α); it runs
around the full Bohr orbit and then the instantaneous action
term is tan(α)/2π. The action given by tan(α) is that of a
resonance going around the full orbit.
It must cycle on 1/2 quantum; hence the first correction
term to the electron magnetic moment anomaly is:
ae0 =

tan(α) g − 2
≈
2π
2

(4.17)

where we denote a0 and g the correction and the g-factor
respectively. Compare to the first order QED correction by
Schwinger [12], the well known α/2π. The difference comes
from a different manner to taking into account relativistic
effects. Here it suggests that taking into account together
the particle resonances and special relativity in the original
Minkowski manner could give an analytic solution. In facts,
the difference is that we consider the electron as a 4D gyroscope which axis is bent by velocity. This axis is shown with
the orientation of the resonances N, P, K in Figure 2.
Therefore in (2.1) the resonance N P corresponds to G2 in
(4.13) while K corresponds to e2 /4. The product N P makes
and “absorbs” the spin and the full space-resonance cycle is
then (N P − 2) K which is a product G2 e2 while the spin is
given by G e. Action depends on the number of currents C
(which, according to the model, is lepton-dependent) while
the mass µ is constant; then we divide this coefficient by the
number of currents.
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We get a spin-dependent coefficient where the spin relates
to the interaction of the G-currents and the apparent electric
charges — which is logical. It is:
r
NP − 2
K.
(4.18)
E=
C
In the direction of time (K in Figure 2), the same reasoning
gives NK 2 for a product e2 /4. But we get a spin independent coefficient which relates only to the currents and does
not need a square root; it is:
F=

N K2
.
4

(4.19)

The coefficients above are valid for an electron but for the
muon and tau the coefficient a0 corresponding to the time
current rotation is not α like in (4.17), it depends on the resonance numbers. The electron is the special case because all
resonance numbers are identical and even (N = P = K = 2)
and then all phases are identical.
For the muon and the tau, N = P and K are odd and prime
with each other, and then the action cycle is N K. Using (4.18)
for an electron, the cycle uses N = K = 2 and its angle should
be written 2 α/2. Then for a muon and a tau the corresponding coefficient is:
φ=

tan(N K α/2)
,
NK/2

a0 =

φ
.
2π

(4.20)

The expression mixes angles and resonance and fits with the
interaction of current where action is angle-dependent; it will
be the geometric form used in this section. We introduce α/2
which we now consider as the physical angle of each timecurrent — it gives α for two currents of opposite directions
taken together.
4.3.3 The electron

Volume 12 (2016)

section define the two planes rotations and correspond to the
resonances. The rotation is said double since we find distinct
angles α and (π/2 − α). The planes intersect at a single point
(a mathematical property of any 4D rotation) where the resonances apply, and it defines the punctual particle — but we
do not need to introduce anything material at this place (no
particle). The planes intersection point also moves in space
and in the direction of time defining a classical trajectory.
One plane is orthogonal to the time axis and hosts the
leptons resonances N = P, and K is on the other one which includes the “time translation” of the particle. Finally those two
planes are lepton-independent and then their translation and
the associated angles define entirely the seemingly anomalous values in (4.8 – 4.10) as they are also lepton-independent.
Consequently, the lepton-dependent resonances imply different magnetic moment anomalies. Therefore we can reversecompute the anomaly from those two quantities. In this way,
we define:
From (4.8): 4(X/µ + 1/2) = β−1
1 = 136.810249261211,
From (4.10): 4(X/µ + 5/9) = β−1
2 = 137.032471483434.
The Dirac equation gives g = 2 and it is known that
the correction is entirely related to relativistic shifts. The
quantities above correspond to distinct interactions and then
distinct types of charges; hence the correction is a product
aT = a0 a1 a2 where a0 is geometrical and corresponds to the
angle α in (4.17) or φ in (4.20), a1 to the action of the apparent electric charges (4.10), and a2 to the action of (magnetic)
currents (4.8).
Since β1 and β2 are deduced from the leptons masses, they
are related to the tangent of some angles part of the resonance
geometry (in the same manner as tan(α)/2π). The anomaly is
angular and differential and then a1 and a2 must be computed
as ratios involving α and the arctangents of some angles involving respectively β2 or β1 , and resonance numbers. The
electron correction term ae1 is then given by an expression of
following form:

Now we want to compute the anomaly from the following
tan(α)Y
→ ae1 .
picture: the electron is seen as a 4D rotation which (in all
tan−1 (β2 Y)
cases) has the following mathematical property: two orthogonal planes exist which are conserved by the rotation. The It links an action given by the angle α and another one given
identifications are then obvious; the angles in the previous by β2 and the anomaly relates to their ratio. Now β2 relates to
the apparent electric charges giving the spin; then Y = E as
defined in (4.18). The angle α/2 also impacts the coefficient
and subtracts from K.
Then we write:
r
α
NP − 2 
K+
(4.21)
E→
C
2
√
tan(α) 2 + α/2
e
a
=


(4.21.1)
√
1
Fig. 2: Resonance geometry on N, P, and K. Left: an electron seen
tan−1 β2 2 + α/2
at rest, K on the time axis, N and P in 3-space. Right: an angle ≈ α
appears as a relativistic shift on the first Bohr orbit where axes are
bent by velocity.
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Now β1 comes from the time-currents of the electron; we
must make a similar reasoning involving F defined in (4.19).
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Naturally, this correction will be similar in form to the equa- Using the tau resonances in Table 1 we get:
tion above. The logic is:
gτT /2 = 1.00125789.
(4.29)
• The first order effect is null; it is second order where
But on the other hand, in the tau resonance, N = P = 9 is not a
the cross-products cancel.
prime
number, it is a square and then, perhaps, we should use
• The angle must be α instead of α/2 since the two angles
3
instead
of 9 in the equations to compute its anomaly (we
α/2 on the axis of K sum up.
find a second reason later). It gives:
It gives, for an electron:


(4.30)
gτT /2 = 1.00117037,
tan(α)F 1 − α2
e
a2 =
(4.22) where the difference with the SM prediction is more coherent
 ,
tan−1 β1 F 1 − α2
with that of muons.


tan(α) 2 − 2α2
4.4 The fine structure constant
(4.22.1)
ae2 =
 .
−1
2
tan β1 2 − 2α
We made a first calculus of α as a simple path length. Now we

Note that in the equations (4.21 – 4.22) the angle α/2 affects shall first show that the shortcuts in this path length, namely
K and −α2 affects K 2 ; it is the same geometry where only K 1/2 and 1/8, also defines the leptons resonances, and then find
is impacted. Now from (4.17 – 4.21.1 – 4.22.1) and using the an immediate origin to the number 137.
value of α in CODATA 1014 we find:
4.4.1 A second view on leptons resonances
(4.23)
geT /2 = 1 + a0 a1 a2 = 1.00115965218091.
Our analysis of the resonances in Table 1 fits with the supThe values of X and µ in (3.1) were tuned to fit with CODATA posed geometry, and complimentary angles α and (π/2 − α).
2014 which gives:
It is a quasi-symmetrical picture that suggests the existence
of a second view on the leptons resonances agreeing with the
ge /2 = 1.00115965218091 (26).
(4.24) equation (2.1). In this equation we use three resonance terms
(N, P, and K), but the rotation is in 4 dimensions; then the
The relative error on geT in (4.23) with respect to (4.24) is less resonance terms correspond to one rotation plane used comthan 10−14 , but it can be down to ≈ 10−8 − 10−9 without ad- pletely (N, and P), while K lives in the other plane but we only
hoc tuning and keeping all leptons masses within uncertainty use an axis (not the full plane). The second view should split
— the result would still be very significant.
oppositely; it cannot hold with N = P but it must with P = K
because of phase coherence. Then using angular ratios, we
4.3.4 The muon and tau
should have a different mass: µ′ ≈ µ π/2 ≈ 380 eV/c2 . Starting with this value, imposing P = K, and using the equation
We get the equations needed to compute the muon anomaly
in the same manner as for the electron but using (4.20) and (2.1), an empirical fit to the same decimal as shown in Table
including in (4.21) the four currents given by the model, and 1 gives Table 5 and the coefficients in (4.31).
the resonance numbers in Table 1. We get:
gµT /2 = 1.00116592081.

Table 5: Second view on electron, muon, tau in MeV/c2 .

(4.25)
–

P=K

N

Computed

Measured

e
µ
τ

2
3
4

2
8
16

0.510 998 9461
105.658 3752
1 776.84

0.510 998 9461(31)
105.658 3745(24)
1 776.82(16)

The CODATA 2014 experimental value is:
gµ /2 = 1.00116592089 (63).

(4.26)

The result is well within experimental uncertainty and independent of the adjustments of (3.1) since the precision is in
the range 10−9 . The SM prediction disagrees with a 2 − 4σ
discrepancy. Typically:
aµS M

aµexperiment

−9

D′ = 0.0002255984538,

(4.31)

(4.27)

X = 8.02160795579 keV/c .

The very short lifetime of the tau makes impossible at present
to measure its (g − 2). The SM prediction is:

P = K is verified, and we can estimate:

!2 
 π
π
2π 
′

µ = µ  +
+
,
2 137
137 

−

= (2.8 ± 0.8) × 10 .

µ′ = 385.6750521055 eV/c2 ,

gτS M /2 = 1.00117721 (5).
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′

2
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which was used to compute (4.31); it uses 1/137 and no simple fit was found with α.
The remarkable point in Table 5 is that we find for N the
numbers 2 and 8, and their product 16 for the tau. Those numbers show that, in the EM field, the resonance is tachyonic and
the shortcuts can ring independently or in a combined manner. The product 16 also justifies our doubts for the tau (g − 2)
in (4.29).
4.4.2 Alpha and 137

Volume 12 (2016)

4.4.3 Splitting De and D′
Now, α is a 4D path length as seen in 3+1D, then the couplings D′ (4.31) and De (3.1) should have a similar form
but in a complimentary manner with respect to the resonance
terms; hence they should also be expressed with similar expressions but using 3, 7, and 19 (the resonances of quarks)
and ΣK = 274; we find the following empirical fit which terms
show an obvious symmetry:
D−1
e =

r

((7 − 3) × (274 + 19))2 + 7π2 −

19π
,
19 − 1

(4.35.1)

Following the first equation giving α, assuming time-currents
r
exist and correspond to e/2 → 1/274 we find an empirical fit
3
′−1
((19 − 3)(274 + 3))2 + 22 × 3 × 7π2 −
D
=
. (4.35.2)
compatible with CODATA 2014:
3−1
s
Those expressions were used to compute the values in (3.1 –
!
1 1 1
1
−1
4.31)
and then all masses.
2
2
+
−
α = 137 + π +
2742 137 2 8
Several aspects are remarkable in those expressions:
→ α = 72 973 525 672 × 10−13 ,

(4.32)

where the difference with CODATA 2014 is about half the
standard deviation:
αCODAT A 2014 = 72 973 525 664 (17) × 10−13 .
But now, why 137? A straightforward calculus gives a possible origin; taking all integral N and P from all tables, we get
a seemingly absurd suite of numbers that sums to:
ΣNP = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 12 + 14 + 16 + 19 + 38
= 137.

• We notice that 274 + 3 = 277 and 274 + 19 = 293
are also prime numbers; hence those are not reducible.
Their difference is 16 which is also (7 − 3)2 in De and
(19 – 3) in D′ .
• The rotation term 7π2 in (4.36.1) is a perfect fit with the
µ and τ resonances (5 = 7 – 2, and 9 = 7 + 2), where 7
was inferred a rotation.
• D′ includes a factor 2, which can be inserted in K in
Table 5, but not in P; then P and K act on the time
and magnetic moment axis respectively and it must be
identical to the classical g-factor = 2. This is necessary
since Table 5 is in the symmetry of QED.

(4.33)

Importantly, the expressions above are obtained by simple
divisions
based on the initial empirical fit of the De and D′ .
Is that a coincidence, or rather the signature of a discrete wave
left term is the closest square to the empirical value of
packet? If one thinks of exponentiation, each term of the sum The
−2
D
from which it is subtracted; the middle integral term is
corresponds to a different piece of the phase of a unique sigthe
division
of the rest by π2 that gives a small residual term.
nal which includes all symmetries and all the manners they
combine, interact and condense (or ring). Since N and P are Then we search to express all terms with integral numbers —
space currents, ΣNP defines a universal oscillator. With re- preferably those we expect.
spect to field theory, it is straightforward that such a wave
5 Gravitation, the keystone
includes or represents all virtual particles fields.
A complimentary result on K → 274 seems doubtful; The mass equation and the time-current model are coherent
however, taking 266 from bosons instead of (-2, -7, -19), and with Cramer’s transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics which fills the gap of non-locality (the true signature
the distinct values of K from leptons and quarks, we notice:
of quantum physics) but without spooky action in 3-space.
Since the reasoning to the mass equation (thru N and P)
ΣK = (2 × 7 × 19) + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 − 6 = 274.
(4.34)
and Cramer’s interpretation are relevant in absorber theory
The interpretation is less obvious and the link with known and uses a pressure field, gravity must be analyzed in a shieldtheory is nil, because this quantity addresses the effect in ing manner using Wheeler-Feynman equations [13, 14]; in
space of vibrations or rotations along the time axis and their this way, it was shown compatible with gravitation in a recent
participation to particles mass and interactions; there is no paper [6]. It does not require the existence of dark matter to
such concept in known theory.
explain the observations at the origin of this hypothesis and it
In any case, those relations are complimentary to each also explains the cosmos energy densities (visible, dark, and
other and provide with numerical coherence linked to the con- visible + dark). In this section, we shall not restate the piece
cepts developed before.
of theory in [6] but only the logic and main results.
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The absorber free energy equivalent mass MA is given by which is very close to Mp.
Looking at (4.36.1), we find 7π2 in the expression of De
symmetry of the absorber process in gravitation; we first write
while 19 has a role similar to 7 in the case of quarks (N, Table
the energetic part of the Schwarzshild metric:
2) and bosons (K, and N = P = 19 – 7 in Table 4); then in order
c2
(dx2 + dy2 + dz2 ) to symmetrize the equation we take:
c2 dτ2 = (c2 − 2 G m/r) dt2 − 2
c − 2 G m/r
N = P = 1372 − 19 π2; K = +1/2662,
Then, in the spirit of absorber theory, we symmetrize the
equation in geometry and mass terms:
M = 2.43526 × 1018 GeV/c2 .
2 G m m Ru
G
RU
= ,
=
→
r
MA r
2 M A c2

Finally, the next two decimals are given by addition of ≈ 2/3
(5.1) to N = P; a small empirical term which is expected as it
makes this expression homogeneous to coupling:

Pp T
R U c2
= 9.790 × 1052 kg
(5.2)
=
2G
2 c2
where RU = cT , T = 1/H is the age of the event horizon
while H is the Hubble factor and P p is the Planck power.
Concerning visible energies MV c2 , the ratio MV /MA is
a geometrical constant. This constant links a 4-volume and
a linear interaction in 3-space; the surface of a 4-sphere is
2 π2 R3 , and then the factor 2 in (5.2) becomes 4 π2 in 3 + 1D
where visible energies interact thru the light cone. It gives:
→ MA =

N = P = 1372 − 19 π2 + 2/3; K = +1/2662,
M = 2.43536 × 1018 GeV/c2 .

(5.5)
(5.6)

Since 1/(N P) < K D this resonance is not permitted in 3+1D.
Considering that we now discuss reconciliation of quantum theory and general relativity through a common origin
this result is keystone on top of the study. It shows that the
same field also leads gravitation.
Here we can define a unit-less quantum gravitational couMA
pling
constant which reads:
2
51
= 2π → MV = 4.453 × 10 kg.
(5.3)
MV
!6
De
1
X2
=
+
,
(5.7)
α
=
G
Summing, we get the total energy MU of the visible universe:
M 2p
(1372 − 19π2 + 2/3)2 2662
MU = MA + MV = 9.236 × 1052 kg.

(5.4)

It gives to a total density ρ = 9.91 × 10−27 kg/m3 and the
visible energy (5.3) is 4.82% of the total. The benchmark
at this time is the Planck mission results [20] which gives
ρ = 9.90 (6) × 10−27 kg/m3 and 4.86 (10)% of visible matter.
Hence according to the standard model of cosmology we get
valid quantities. The equation (5.1) also means that the rate
of dark energy creation (MA ) since the initial bang is constant
and half the non-reduced Planck power: the universe energy
is identical to its expansion and we do not find a big bang
but a permanent process. Next, using the Wheeler-Feynman
equations or Newtonian gravity this creation gives an acceleration excess up to H c at the galaxy borders, meaning the
absence of dark matter.
But now what is the relation with our analysis of mass?
According to (4.34 – 4.35), the numbers 137 and 266 address
space and time respectively. They interfere at the point of
origin which is visible thru the solid angle 4π, and we should
find there the reduced Planck mass giving the Planck power:
r
1
hc
×
= 2.43536 (6) × 1018 GeV/c2 .
Mp =
G 4π
Using the mass equation (2.1) with the parameters in (3.1)
and taking N = P = 1372 , and K = +1/2662 gives a mass:
M = 2.464 × 1018 GeV/c2 ,
272

αG = 1.1186 × 10−47 ,
where we see that the rest of quantization lives in and from a
single oscillator defining gravity; it is “below” quantum theory and it does not need the existence of a graviton particle.
Unlike the classical definitions of αG , since X is universal
and represents the pressure field, (5.7) is unique and does not
depend on an arbitrary choice of mass.
But now the ratio of the electron mass to the Planck mass
is constant, which seems a contradiction with (5.1). On the
other hand, the observable cosmos has constant atomic physic
and chemistry and then its laws use relative constants varying
in time and not absolute ones. Thus, only unit-less quantities
are constant; since G is used with constant masses in classical
theories, then hc and G vary together in the same manner as
α = e2 /~c is constant.
Therefore, here is the big picture, the minimal interpretation of all results in this paper (no doubt it can be made more
complex and elegant):
• A Planck particle exists at the origin; it emits a wave
of Planck length and time. This resonance exists in 4
dimensions, it is not energy but its wave defines the
quantum of action.
• This wave interacts thru the light cone (and gives 137
in α), and thru a radial line (giving 266 and 274). In a
symmetric absorber concept, it means that the universe
and its origin are quantizing each other.
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• The emission is constant and corresponds to the Planck With field polarization p we mean dipoles or tri-poles where
power; it builds MA , and the visible energies field MV summing p charges makes a neutral. In the following, one
is the absorber. It creates a deficit which is gravitation must just keep in mind that U(1) ⊂ S U(2) ⊂ S U(3).
(see the absorber equations in [6]).
• At the core of a particle resonance, time currents give
• For complete quantization thru time-currents, 137 is
a charge Q constant; its polarity is p (in 2, 3). In any
the sum of all resonances in space, and 266 is the prodsphere centered on Q the sum of charges is Q. Then
uct of the bottom space-type resonances, radial or cirexcept for Q, the total charge separation in a scalecular (2, 7, 19).
independent 3-sphere depends on a cube, say n3 (since
2
the resonance radius is arbitrary) and it is neutral.
• Increasing masses and the constancy of e /~c and hc/G
are equivalent to and interpreted as time dilation. It de• In the radial case, with resonance P, on each layer of
notes the emergence of the observable time in a frame
the resonance the radial action is layer independent,
where it does not exist. The observable time is seen as
then the radial coefficient of polarization in 1/n2 for
a radial progression in 4D space.
each layer, with 1 6 n 6 P; then P = n. The polarity of
Q is p and defines the interaction of the particle which
6 Discussion
is also radial, then on the radial path n = p = P. Here P
defines simultaneously a radial exchange of action and
Firstly, what have we been discussing all along? Essentially,
polarity (the symmetry). This is immediately verified
the reasoning to the mass equations (2.1 – 2.2) is based on the
for quarks (P = 3), and for leptons if we decompose P
existence of a stationary wave in a universe where:
as
shown before.
a) everything propagates,
• On a circular path, a resonance N gives N circular secb) mass and charges do not have a proper existence,
tors with identical action and action coefficients. Then
c) the field is self-quantizing, and consequently a unique
N = n3 on this path. Since this number does not define
field and mechanism exists.
the radial interaction of the particle, any subgroup of p
We end-up with a wide picture where all (free) parameis acceptable, then 1 6 n 6 p.
ters of the SM related to energy are self-quantizing geometry of movement (at this stage, and taking all results above, We get the following suites of numbers:
only the SM parameters expressed as phases or angles are not
• On a radial path the polarity is p, and P = p = 2 or 3;
computed); the same is valid in gravitation and cosmology.
• On a circular path the polarity is n with 1 6 n 6 p →
Hence we discuss the very nature of energy, of its forms and
N = n3 ; limited to 2 → 8, 3 → 27.
formation on top of a unique field; something looking like the
natural reductionist path of science.
But the latter is a rotation, not a resonance as needed, and we
Secondly, what does it means with respect to the standard need to complete the reasoning.
theories? In its present form QFT neither considers de f inite
With geometry and currents (and nothing else), the logirotations nor signals going up and down the time. Therefore cal manner is to combine symmetries. Say in the resonance
no true comparison with our results is possible. Still, we find volume we have two symmetries at work; a structural point
a number of connections like coupling constants and other of equilibrium needs a transformation. Therefore, on the ciraspects which will be discussed in the next paragraph.
cular path a resonance is seen as a transformer in n ≤ p
In cosmology and using general relativity, a permanent and the subgroups of n, where coefficients are the same for
energy creation is not even envisioned. Still, energy conser- n and its subgroup. Hence, on circular paths we get cubes
vation comes from time-translation invariance and Neuter’s differences 7 and 19; those come like transformer of charges
theorem; but we know that the background (RU ) increases and or currents between a group and its sub-group. That is to
then there is no mathematical reason that energy is conserved say that the field polarization n → n3 is always balanced by
in cosmology.
(n − 1) → (n − 1)3 . Importantly, there is nothing in this
The third point to discuss is the possibility of a different reasoning preventing more complex oscillators, for instance
universe (a fashion question). But it seems unlikely because, 19 − 7 = 12.
as shown before, all resonances decay from 2, 3, 7 = 23 − 1,
This discussion leads to introduce U(1) which is a very
and 19 = 33 − 23 ; then probably only 2 and 3. It leads to special case; since 13 − 03 = 1 it seems to be a massless field
conjecturing further the role of symmetry in the mass equa- with any oscillator; the same reasoning on 0 suggests a contion; essentially how do we get 2, 3, 7 and 19, and what is the tinuous current — an amplitude according to which masses
limiting factor if any? Now let us reason on this aspect.
and then the observable lengths and the rate of time vary in
In the mass equations, the resonances N and P should reverse proportions.
come straight from the equation geometry and group theory.
Now why only 0, 1, 2, and 3? Within the logic above,
We shall use 1, 2, 3 to denote U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) respec- the first mathematical explanation is Hurwitz theorem [10].
tively and discuss field polarization in the resonance equation. Consider two charges or currents x and y, we may need to
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compute the impact of y on the self-interaction of x; it is equal 8 Addendum
to the action on x of the interaction of x and y (conservation As for the 750 GeV resonance possibly detected at CERN
and symmetry), then:
[21], since it decays to two photons we assume the same equation and parameters as the H 0 and only K can be fit; it gives
(x x) y = x (x y).
K = −133/2 which is immediately remarkable. However,
This is the definition of alternative algebra; according to Hursince K is not integral the width must be reconsidered, logiwitz theorem [10], only four exist which are R real numbers,
cally to ∆K = 1/4, giving from (2.2 – 3.6 – 3.9.3):
C complex numbers ∼ U(1), H quaternions ∼ SU(2), and O
octonions ∼ SU(3). One can consider this as limiting either
N = P = 12, K = −133/2 → m ≈ 744.9 GeV/c2 ,
the symmetry spectrum, or just our ability to model with par∆K = 1/4 → Γ ≈ 9.6 GeV/c2 .
ticles and charges — or both.
A peculiar case arises with x X = 1 or unitary; the im- Using (3.9.2) instead of (3.9.3) adds +3 GeV/c2 to the mass.
pact of x X on any other quantity of the same group does not The other candidate with ∆K ≈ 1 gives Γ ≈ 40 GeV/c2 .
change its amplitude. Then x X addresses structural conservaAt this scale, the equation (2.2) is very sensitive to D and
tion and we find simultaneously 137, 1/137, and 274, 1/274 the model in time-currents must be identical to the H 0 otherin the expression of couplings.
wise the computed mass is far from the estimate. It would be
In this way those quantities are related to the monopole very similar, but it leads to remark that there are two manners
as quantized rotational 4D paths, like α and De , where only to put four distinct charges at the corners of a tetrahedron;
couplings can be measured in 3+1D as seemingly arbitrary there may be a chiral difference with the H 0 , justifying disreal numbers.
tinct masses and a probable impact on the particle decays.
Last, the number 133/2 verifies (2.3) like 7 and 19, but
with P = 1 instead of P = 3, since 133 π/2 ≈ 209/1.0004. It
The breakthrough to wave equations was the assumption of a is even doubly remarkable since 209 is multiple of 19.
stationary wave pervading all space. But how can such a wave
Hence the existence of this particle, if confirmed, should
exist in relativity without a mass of its own? How could it be not change the values of ΣNP and ΣK ; it fits well and naturally
distinct from the mass of the particle or system it describes? with the logic and results in this paper.
Then how could it be distinct from gravitation?
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